‘Atom’
60” x 60”
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‘Atom’ is one of my designs that looks complex, but is relatively simple. In fact there
are only 3 different blocks in him, including the border blocks . Blocks A, B, C1 & C2
are all the same block. Only Block B is a square block, the others are set as diamonds.
Now that you’re ready for a lot of repetition in sewing, let’s take a look at those blocks
and figure out cutting, ok? Please Note: I always cut all of my pieces to fit the largest
part of the block, insuring they’ll fit no matter where I place the pieces.
Also, because some of you won’t be using all the same colors in your quilt like I have
done, the fabric requirements are very generous. If you are doing all the same colors
as I’ve done, you can really stretch these fabrics, especially if you are using batiks.
For best results, starch all fabric prior to cutting. I recommend Mary Ellen’s Best
Press® for starching.

Block ‘A’

Block ‘A’ is the center diamond blocks.
There are color gradations in the background and spikes,
so I’ve listed yardage for EACH color for the 8 center
blocks. (there are 11 blues & 10 yellows in each block)
Background: (shown in blues) 5½” x 2” = 5½” x 22” strip
Spikes: (shown in yellows) 5½” x 1½” = 5½” x 20” strip

Block ‘B’

Block ’B’ is the middle block
Gradations again, generous yardage is for EACH color for
the 8 middle blocks. (there are 11 blues & 10 yellows in each block)
Background: (shown in Blues) 5½” x 1¾” = 5½” x 22” strip
Spikes: (shown in yellows) 5½” x 1½”= 5½” x 20” strip

Block ‘C-1’
There are color gradations in the background and spikes,
so I’ve listed yardage for EACH color for the 8 blocks
(there are 11 blues & 10 yellows in each block)

Background: (shown in blues) 5½” x 2” = 5½” x 22” strip
Spikes: (shown in yellows) 5½” x 1½” = 5½” x 20” strip
Block ‘C-1’
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Block ‘C-2’

Block ‘C-2’

There are color gradations in the background and spikes,
so I’ve listed yardage for EACH color for the 8 blocks
(there are 11 blues & 10 yellows in each block)

Background: (shown in blues) 5½” x 2” = 5½” x 22” strip
Spikes: (shown in yellows) 5½” x 1½” = 5½” x 20” strip

Block ‘D’, Long Spike
There are 3 strips of color in each of these. You
will need 2– 1½” x 14” strips of each color for one
of these completed blocks.

Block ‘D’

Border Block ‘E’

Border Block ‘E’

1 Fat Eighth of each color (4 colors in each block)
This is enough fabric for all four ‘E’ border blocks.

Border Block ‘F’
1 Fat Eighth of each color (4 colors in each block)
This is enough fabric for all four ‘F’ border blocks.

Border Block ‘F’

Border Block ‘G’

Border Block ‘G’

1 Fat Eighth of each color (2 colors in each block)
This is enough fabric for all four ‘E’ border blocks.
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For my background fabric shown in a black (it’s Hoffmans of California’s #1895-4), I
used just shy of 6 yards. The inner border, (shown in blue), will require ⅓ yard.
Please keep in mind, all the measurements and fabric requirements are very generous.
I would rather have some leftovers than not enough fabric to finish a project.
Once you have all your fabrics cut, I strongly suggest you stack your fabric in the order
you will be grabbing it to sew, like this:
Fabric Stacking

Well, you get the idea. If you have them stacked like this, especially
when working with gradients, it will lessen the likelihood of errors. It
also helps you work more efficiently.

The centers of my quilts always seem to dictate the rest of
the quilt to me. I see my quilts coming to life when I start to
put the blocks up on my design wall. I hope this works for
you as well. With that said, let’s start by paper piecing the 8
center ’A’ blocks. Leave the paper on until you sew on the
outer and inner arcs (A-22 & A-23). Once the outer arcs are
sewn on, feel free to sew the center blocks together. Pretty
cool, huh? Now you can remove any paper remaining on
those ‘A’ blocks.

‘A’ Blocks

‘B’ Blocks

The ‘B’ blocks are exactly the same as the ‘A’ blocks, except this is formatted as a square block, rather than the
diamond ‘A’ block.

‘A’ + ‘B’ Blocks

It gets paper pieced the same, and will give you the circular motion of the quilt, once the entire quilt is assembled.
Again, leave the paper on until you’ve sewn on ‘B-22’ &
‘B-23’. Once those are sewn on, you can set these blocks
on to ‘A’ blocks using your favorite ‘Y’ seam technique.
It’s really shaping up now, but we’re not done yet! On the
next page, we get to get onto those striking outer blocks.
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‘C1’ + ‘C2’
Blocks

By the time you get to your ‘C1’ & ‘C2’ blocks,
you’ll know it’s just repeating the center ‘A’ blocks,
except one side is mirrored to give this effect.

Once they’re all done, sew on the inner and outer
arcs (‘C1- 22’ & C1-23, ‘C2-22’ & ‘C2-23’) Remove the paper and set into the quilt as shown.
Pretty nice, huh? Well, we’re almost done….

Let’s get started on those final ‘D’ blocks!
The ‘D’ blocks are some of the easiest. Because the
spikes are long and thin, it’s imperative to starch your
fabrics for this block really well prior to cutting.

‘D’ Blocks

Once they’re sewn together, add on the outer
background fabric (‘D4’) to each side, sew
them together and sew onto the ‘C’ blocks, using your favorite Y– Seam technique.

For these pieces, you will need a total
of Eight (8) 11⅝” squares, cut on the
diagonal. Starching prior to cutting is
highly recommended.

For these pieces, you will need a total of
Two (2) 15½” squares, cut on the diagonal. Starching prior to cutting is highly
recommended.
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Inner Border

Can you believe it? We’re ready to put our borders on! For my inner border, (shown in blue) I
chose a 1” finished, which means I cut strips
1½” strips, and sewed them onto my main quilt.

Then I pieced my border blocks (‘E’, ‘F’ & ‘G’). Because these blocks are 4” wide, finished, I cut 4½” x 42” strips to my border blocks and set them in like this...
First, I sew my black
strips to these units,
and sew it on the quilt.

Then I sew the sides
on, which include the
corner ‘G’ units.

The completed border
looks like this!

Now, my favorite part…quilt as desired!
I’m often asked for guidance with their quilting motifs. I’m a free motion quilter, so I
never know what I’ll be quilting on a quilt until I get her or him onto my sewing machine. With ‘Atom’, I wanted the pattern to be my focal point. So, I took the easy approach. My background, (the black areas) were quilted with a smallish stippling (about
¼”) For the rest, I played with different, simple stitches in my spikes and blue backgrounds.
Also: Be sure to check our my Binding tutorial at
http://www.debkarasik.com/userfiles/file/DebKarasik_Binding_1.0.pdf
Have fun with this quilt!
If you have any questions, feel free to contact me at Deb@DebKarasik.com. I would
love to see pictures of your quilt when you finish it!
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For your coloring pleasure!

I know some of you will want to use your own colorway with ‘Atom’ so this diagram should help!
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Note: I only used two color gradations in this entire quilt. My fabric requirements below
reflect this. If you are choosing other colors (and I encourage you to!) please refer to
the individual block requirements at the beginning of this pattern. As always, my fabric
requirements are generous. I save leftover fabric for future projects!
Fabric Requirements for ‘Atom’
Backgrounds (Odd Numbered)

There are 11 shades of blue ⅓ yard of each color
in each block

Spikes (Even numbered)

There are 10 shades of yellow to orange in each block

Long spikes in quilt

There are 3 colors (plus the ¼ yard of each color
black) in each block

Border Blocks

There are 4 colors in each of ¼ yard of each color
the border blocks

Overall Black Background

(Includes the border)

Questions? Email me: deb@DebKarasik.com
www.DebKarasik.com
Join my Yahoo! Group:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/DebKarasikQuilts
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⅓ yard of each color

6 yards

